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SYDNEY: Major banks and airlines were among businesses hit
by a fresh global online outage yesterday, with the problem traced
to US-based tech provider Akamai. An hour-long blackout hit a
number of US airlines and several Australian financial firms as well
as other companies dotted around the world, with angry customers
unable to access websites and mobile apps.

“We are aware of the issue and actively working to restore
services as soon as possible,” an Akamai spokesperson told AFP.
American, Delta, United and Southwest airlines were among those
affected, while the issue appeared to be more prolonged in Aus-
tralia-where problems struck mid-afternoon as much of the world
slept. Australia’s largest financial firm Commonwealth Bank told
AFP that it and many of the country’s major lenders had been hit.

The outages, which began around 2.10 pm Sydney time (0510
GMT), also hit Australia’s postal service and Virgin Australia.  The
airline said in a statement that it “was one of many organizations
to experience an outage with the Akamai content delivery system”.
A spokesperson for ANZ bank told AFP the incident was “related
to an external provider” but that “connectivity was restored
quickly and the most impacted services are back online”. 

Banks in New Zealand and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange also
reported problems with their web platforms. It is the latest incident
to draw attention to the stability of economically vital online plat-
forms and the key role that a handful of mostly unknown compa-

nies play in keeping the web running. Last week US media and
government websites, including the White House, New York Times,
Reddit and Amazon were temporarily hit after a glitch with cloud
computing services provider Fastly.

Fastly offers a service to websites around the world to speed
up loading times for websites. 

Akamai offers a range of similar IT products designed to boost
online performance and security. The Cambridge, Massachusetts-
based company refused to comment on what product the problem
came from, but one of the affected firms reported it used Akamai
for “IT network authentication”.

Among the services Akamai provides are platforms that prevent
DDoS attacks-an often crude cyberattack that knocks websites
out by peppering them with requests for data. “Our priority is
restoring service as quickly as possible. We will share additional
information as it becomes available,” an Akamai spokesperson said.

A series of high-profile hack-for-ransom attacks have also left
corporations around the world jittery over cybersecurity risks, al-
though there was no indication the latest problems were caused by
malicious actors. Colonial Pipeline was briefly shuttered after an at-
tack in May, and JBS, the world’s largest meat producer, was forced
to stop operations in the United States and Australia. Both firms re-
portedly paid ransoms to get operations back up and running.

The issue of cybersecurity was at the top of the agenda when US

President Joe Biden and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin met
in Geneva on Wednesday. Washington believes hackers who have
extorted hundreds of millions of dollars from Western governments,
companies, and organisations operate from Russian soil. — AFP
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KUWAIT: In support to the Ministry
of Health and the Kuwait Red Crescent
Society’s (KRCS) efforts in facing
COVID-19, National Bank of Kuwait
(NBK) provided fridges to the drive-
thru vaccination station on the southern
island of the Sheikh Jaber Causeway.
NBK Volunteers will tour around to en-
sure that water is delivered
on daily basis to the do-
nated 20 fridges in collab-
oration with Aqua Gulf.

This initiative is a part
of the NBK’s donation to
Kuwait Vaccination Cen-
ters in different gover-
norates. On this occasion,
Talal Al-Turki, NBK Public
Relations Senior Manager
expressed his sincere ap-
preciation to the national
efforts in providing sup-
port to face the COVID-19
pandemic. “Since the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic, NBK continued
to fulfill its social responsibility and
support to the government efforts”.

Al-Turki added, “NBK is a key sup-
porter of the current vaccination ef-
forts”. Previously, NBK provided
fridges to five different vaccination
centers in addition to Kuwait Interna-
tional Fair Grounds in Mishref Area.

NBK’s donation also included Golf
Carts to provide free rides for elderly
patients and people with disability from
and to the parking area as well as shel-
ters to the outdoor waiting areas at the
Kuwait Vaccination Center in Kuwait
International Fair Ground, Mishref.  

“Throughout the bank’s history, we
have been committed to
meeting our responsibilities
towards society and to sup-
port the efforts of govern-
mental institutions and civil
society for the farewell of
our community”, he noted.
It’s worth mentioning that in
response to the pandemic,
NBK donated KD1 million
to the Kuwait Red Crescent
Society (KRCS) to purchase
medical devices and venti-
lators in addition to deploy
a field hospital fully

equipped with the latest medical equip-
ment, an ICU, a medical laboratory, a
radiology center, and a fully-equipped
pharmacy. 

NBK maintains its leading position
among the private sector institutions
through its commitment to fully support
social programs in the areas of health-
care, childcare, social, environmental,
sports and education.

Huawei launches 
all-new Huawei 
Band 6 in Kuwait
KUWAIT: Huawei yesterday announced the newest
member of its Huawei Band Series, Huawei Band 6. With
consumers increasingly demanding more from their wear-
able devices, the new Huawei Band 6 has been greatly en-
hanced in terms of health and fitness monitoring, design
and battery life to provide a smartwatch-like experience
at the friendlier price point of a smart band.

The Huawei Band 6 will be available on Huawei’s official
website and across select retailers in Kuwait starting from
17 June 2021 and priced at KD 17.900. It will be available
in four different color variants of Graphite Black, Amber
Sunrise, Sakura Pink and Forest Green.

All-day SpO2 monitoring
Health monitoring features are one of the most popular

features for smart band users. Thanks to the hardware
modules optimized, based on the Huawei TruSeenTM 4.0
and new smart power-saving algorithm, the Huawei Band
6 now supports All Day SpO2 monitoring. It monitors
users’ health and generates an alarm when the blood oxy-
gen level is low, helping them take swift action and manage
their health more proactively. Huawei Band 6 also provides
continuous, real-time, and accurate heart rate, sleep and
stress monitoring. It will also alerts the user if the resting
heart rate is too high or too low. 

1.47-inch fullview Amoled display
Huawei Band 6 is Huawei’s first smart band to include a

1.47-inch Amoled FullView Display with a 64 percent
screen-to-body ratio, meaning it can display more infor-
mation while remaining stylish. Huawei Band 6 comes with
a 1.47-inch Amoled FullView Display with a resolution of
194x368 and 282PPI for vivid content. The colorful screen

display provides users with greater clarity of information
and gives workout and health data in a more user-friendly
display ratio. Users can easily swipe up and down, left and
right, just like using a smartphone touchscreen.

Two-week battery life
Supported by a high-efficiency chipset and smart

power-saving algorithms, the Huawei Band 6 enables con-
tinuous heart rate and sleep monitoring with a 14-day bat-
tery life for uninterrupted use. On top of this, the Huawei
Band 6 supports fast charging via a magnetic charger. One
five-minute charge can sustain the smart band for two days
of typical use. Weighing only 18g, the Huawei Band 6 is a
remarkable piece of kit.

A new lifestyle 
The fitness features of Huawei Band 6 also bring a

whole new experience to users. The 96 workout modes in-
clude 11 professional workout modes such as indoor and
outdoor running, cycling, and rope skipping, and 85 more
customized modes, including fitness, ball games, and danc-
ing types, offering wide coverage of workout tracking. The
Huawei Band 6 adopts Huawei-developed Huawei
TruSportTM professional exercise algorithm to deeply an-
alyze users’ exercise capabilities based on multi-dimen-
sional parameters such as heart rate variability data and
exercise data, providing them with scientific assessment
and suggestions on their exercise capabilities. 
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